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1. Introduction
Globalization has been the most potent economic force in the past years, makingmarkets grow together and
increasing the interdependence between countries. Globalization has not only changed the way trade and
commerce develop, but it has also changed the way crime and other threats to nations operate. Taxation being
the key source of revenue for governments has not been exempt from the effects of globalization, tax avoidance
and evasion1 are increasingly recognized as a serious, worldwide concern since they have reduced the ability
of governments to raise the revenue necessary to fill their coffers. For example recent estimates suggest that
the tax gap in the European Union might be €825 billion a year based on 2015 (Murphy, 2019). This
phenomenon has resulted in governments needing more and more tools to counteract the noxious effects of tax

1

Tax avoidance is by definition legal, they are legal maneuvers or schemes made by corporations to reduce their tax payments an

example of this is the use of legal loopholes in order to reduce tax payments (Miller & Pangbourne, 2010). Tax evasion is illegal and
hence it implies under or not reporting a certain income when this is required by law (Cowell, 1990). This difference was coined by
Holmes:“ When the law draws a line, a case is on one side of it or the other, and if on the safe side is none the worse legally that a
party has availed himself to the full of what the law permits. When an act is condemned as evasion, what is meant is that it is on the
wrong side of the line” (1916, cited in Slemrod & Yitzhaki, 2002).Yet, times have changed and this already thin line definition has
become a blurry line. Many economists argue that since the effects on the national budget are similar there should be no distinction
(Cross & Shaw, 1981), furthermore grey areas also don't allow for this distinction (Slemrod & Yitzhaki, 2002).
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evasion nationally and on a global sphere. Amongst the most controverted and promising solutions is that of
tackling tax evasion with the tools of an already well-known global crime: money laundering.
Money Laundering is fast becoming a vital instrument in the fight against tax evasion. Since money launderers
and tax evaders both used offshore centers to hide their identity and business, it was only a matter of time that
the two fields – tax evasion and money laundering – would merge (Unger, 2017). In 2012 the FATF (Financial
Action Tax Force) amended its recommendations and included tax evasion as a designated offense for money
laundering. Following the direction of the FATF, in 2015 the 4th Anti Money Laundering Directive
incorporated this principle by adding tax crimes as a predicate crime for money laundering. However, the 4th
AMLD does not have a harmonized definition of tax crimes. It is up to the member States to implement this
rule in their national laws.
This article seeks first to map out the current state of tax crime and money laundering law, both in books and
in action2, across Europe, after the implementation of the 4th AML. Based on this, we analyze if this incorporation
will be useful in the fight against tax crimes in Europe and give policy suggestions towards its improvement.

In order to achieve our purpose, we use an innovative mixed-methods approach that involves the analysis of
tax evasion through an empirical legal lens. For the law in the books, we built a dataset with the legislation of
all European Union countries regarding tax evasion and money laundering, as well as other relevant legal
variables such as legal origins of each jurisdictions’ legislation. For the law in practice, we first conducted a
survey that asked legal experts (lawyers, public prosecutors, and tax inspectors) to answer questions that
allowed us to explore how they use these legal concepts in their work as well as their impressions of the
implementation of the principle. Second, we conducted semi-structured in-depth interviews with selected
investigators and prosecutors in order to obtain more comprehensive information regarding the practical
challenges and implications of tax crimes becoming a predicate crime for money laundering.
The importance of analyzing the heterogeneity of tax evasion definitions and its connection to money
laundering legislation across the EU is relevant academically since to the best of our knowledge it has not been
done in a systematic fashion before. Moreover, it is also relevant from a practical policy perspective, this is
supported by the 2016 proposal for a “Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on Countering
Money Laundering by Criminal Law” where it is clearly stated that the differences in the EU legal frameworks
can be exploited by criminals wherever they perceive AML to be the weakest. Furthermore, the differences in
the definitions, scope and sanctions of ML can also affect the cooperation between different actor within the
tax implementation ecosystem this is supported by a survey in which Europol and Eurojust identified the
differences in the criminalization of ML in members states as a clear obstacle for co-operation and cross-border
investigation. The proposal highlights that if actions to harmonize are not carried out, there might be a rise in
2

We use the concept law in the books to refer to the defined legal norms and law in action to refer to how are these applied in

practice by those who use them.
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so-called “forum shopping” where criminals choose the EU jurisdiction that is best for them to commit their
illicit deeds. The methodological contributions of this paper also have relevance as to methodology building
by innovating in the realm of empirical legal methodology, as socio-legal analysis is still behind when it comes
to European legal analysis. This project also presents a new way to do comparative law on a larger scale.
This paper has been divided into six parts. The first part is literature review and a historical accounting of how
tax crimes became a predicate crime for money laundering. The second part details the methodology used for
this paper as well as the limitations and validity issues. This is followed by the results and later a discussion
of our findings.Finally, the conclusion gives a brief summary and critique of the findings and areas for further
research are identified

2. Literature Review
2.1 The Long Road Between Taxes and Money Laundering
The history of tax evasion likely dates as far back as taxation does. It is even said that tax evasion largely
contributed to the crisis of the Roman empire in 5BC (Williams & Friell, 1999) as the revenues needed in order
to support military offenses when the Huns attacked were not available. More complex forms of evasion were
already developed in the Ottoman Empire when local nobles created a form of “trusts” by donating their lands
to religious foundations (vakifs) in order to avoid taxation imposed by the sultan (Burg, 2004). Overtime tax
evasion methods and techniques not only improved but got more and more sophisticated. So, by the late 19th
century, Swiss bankers realized that an increase in tax rates across Europe gave them the possibility to attract
this money in order to strengthen their financial sector (Guex, 2000). These advances would lay the base for
today’s money laundering, although at that time the legal concept of money laundering did not exist. Criminals
at the time would simply leave the place where they committed their crimes taking their money with them and
deposit them elsewhere as no one ever asked where the money came from (Gelemerova, 2011).
Tax evasion only became a crime that warranted punishment in the early 20th century, famously getting Al
Capone prosecuted as a tax evader rather than a mobster (Von Lampe,1999). Interestingly enough the term for
getting ill-gotten gains from crimes into the licit economy owes the name money laundering to Al Capone’s
use of launderettes – a cash-intensive business- to hide his revenues from illegal alcohol sales (Unger, 2013).
As it is evident by this brief historical overview, tax evasion, and money laundering’s past has been long
intertwined, yet getting them to connect in the present has taken a long time.
After the Al Capone bust, surged a new issue: drugs. In 1922 the United States criminalized drug abuse,
starting a fight that continues till today. By the 1970’s it became clear that the government was losing the war
on drugs, and there was a need to fight with new tools, one of them was money laundering regulation. Chasing
the money could lead to finding and cutting funds of the now infamous drug lords. This new financial approach
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would hopefully allow for “hurting” criminals where it hurt the most: money. Soon tax evasion and money
laundering would meet paths again when in 1996 IMF’s Peter J Quirk noted that improving tax collection and
anti-laundering systems go hand in hand as illicit income is usually also susceptible to tax evasion (cited in
Sheptycki, 2000). Money laundering methods and techniques are often inversely proportional to tax crimes,
e.g (a) a launderer wants to show a paper trail (because of the justification) while a tax evader doesn’t want a
paper trail; (b) someone can commit tax fraud by declar less income while you can launder money by declare
more income or more profits (Koningsveld, 2015).
When tax evasion and money laundering got together again, tax evasion was thought as a means towards an
end, the end being catching big criminals. It would take more years to consider tax evaders as money
launderers. Initially and in line, with the war on drugs only the money from the proceeds of drug trafficking
was the one chased and sought after, the idea of this financial approach was to prevent the criminals from
enjoying this ill-gained money and also making their logistics and operations harder (Borlini & Montanaro,
2016). Money laundering regulation has increased on par with the crime itself, initially in the United States
and other national legislations and soon through international instruments of soft law. In the US it started with
the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970 though the requirements of this legislation were not enforced until the mid-’80s
(Nadelmann, 1993 cited in Sheptycki, 2000), as the efforts to fight money laundering grew so did the bilateral
and multilateral regulation of money laundering. After all, globalization of crimes also requires globalized
solutions. Initially through mutual legal assistance treaties (MLATs) and later through the most recognizable
form of soft multilateral law on money laundering the Financial Action Task Force. Money laundering was for
criminalized for the first time in 1986 in the US, through The money Laundering Control Act of 1986, So, it
is a relative new form of crime (Koningsveld 2015).
The G7 and other guest countries initiated the FATF in 1989 during the 5th Economic Summit of the G73. Set
as an intergovernmental body to set worldwide standards to fight money laundering it issued its first set of
recommendations in 1990. The 40 Recommendations soon became the international standard for the antimoney laundering fight, and countries that did not commit to these were blacklisted (Muller, 2007). These
recommendations are in the form of soft law4 ; hence, they give individual jurisdictions enough flexibility to
adapt their legal framework to comply with the international standard and with their own needs. The FATF
recommendations and their soft nature also allow for the cooperation with non-state actors like banks and other
financial institutions (Borlini & Montanaro, 2016).

3

The FATF is housed in the OECD Parisian headquarters, at its start it had a budget of approximately four million francs and only had

3 employees (Gilmore, 1995). Today more than 150 countries are committed to the FATF standards.
4

Soft law involves both legal and non-legal instruments. “These instruments are characterized by the relatively large amount of

discretion which is left to the party bound by the obligation. Although soft law norms are discretionary in nature, they are not without
important legal and political effects” (Gruchalla-Wesierski,1984)
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Offshore companies play an important role by al kind of financial crimes. A study of van Koningsveld shows
that offshore companies are used in 54% of all the criminal investigations, like tax crimes & money laundering
(Koningsveld, 2015). A good example of this are the Panama papers who revealed that money laundering and
tax evasion are important issues, which often go hand in hand with the misuse of offshore products (companies
and bank accounts) and nominee services (Unger, 2017 and Koningsveld 2015). As mentioned before, taxes
haid at least in practice been linked to money laundering from its origins, initially when tax evasion practices
became the stepping stone for money laundering and later when tax evasion was seen as a useful tool to find
money launderers, yet the road to incorporate this union into the law and international rules took longer.

2.2 Making Tax Crimes a Predicate Crime for Money Laundering
In order to understand the process, it is crucial to comprehend one key concept in the fight against money
laundering, the concept of predicate crimes. The concept of predicate offenses comes from American law,
much like other advances in money laundering legislation, “a predicate offense is the underlying criminal
offense that gave rise to the criminal proceeds which are the subject of a money laundering charge” (Bell, 2003
p.137). As money laundering is the use of criminal proceeds, the predicate crime is the crime that generates
the proceeds. Although the first predicate offense was drug trafficking, by the mid-’90s, it was clear that it was
necessary to broaden what was considered a predicate offense, and so the scope of AML measures expanded
significantly (Unger, 2007). Perhaps the most “politically sensitive” (Belle, 2003) or the “key area of dispute”
(Levi,2002) has been the inclusion of tax offenses and whether they should be a predicate offense for money
laundering charges. The difficulty lies mainly on the traditional approach that countries should not enforce
other countries revenue laws; however, given that tax offenses are today part of a global scale; this principle
seems challenging to apply. This considering especially that tax offenses are in many jurisdictions a “loophole”
in their money laundering legislation (Belle, 2003).
The reasons why it took so long for tax offenses to be considered a predicate crime are many and range from
the lack of political agreement on the issue to the interest of the banking sector and the opposition of many
legal scholars. For this article, we will summarize them into three categories and proceed to discuss them, and
later we will describe how these ideas were overcome and how taxes landed into the 4th FATF and AMLD,
respectively. The first line of arguments is that tax evasion or tax offenses are not a “real or serious” crime, as
the harm they inflict is not comparable to that of drugs or terrorism. This view is not only flawed as the law in
many if not most countries considers tax evasion as a crime but also fails to acknowledge the harm that tax
evasion inflicts to the national coffers, in the words of the UK’s Chancellor of the Exchequer “All crimes
should mean all crimes. Who is the victim is irrelevant. Tax crimes make the law-abiding suffer. It is they who
make up the shortfall caused by those who cheat” (cited in Bridges, 1996).
The second line of argument is related to the difference between what constitutes illicit gains in a crime such
as drug trafficking and that in a tax offense. The underlying argument is that the conduct behind the tax offense
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act is a legitimate one, meaning that the profit was made legitimately. The unpaid tax on this profit under this
logic does not make the profits illegitimate (Oliver, 2002). However, this definition does not account for the
fact that the crime is not the conduct generating the profit rather the concealment of part of this profit that
should be paid in taxes — especially considering that the unlawful retention of money also gives pecuniary
advantage to those who commit the act.
The third reason is that regarding the difficulties of implementing this principle. This position was mainly held
by those professionals involved in the money laundering ecosystem. For example, in 1998 the European
Banking Federation presented a paper to the European Commission stating that because there is not an
identifiable asset to which a bank could apply money-laundering prevention, applying this principle would be
difficult (cited in Oliver, 2002). Furthermore, applying the principle would be a significant burden on
professional advisors, making them prone to being prosecuted for assisting money laundering. It is necessary
to emphasize that although in 2015, tax offenses were included in the 4th AMLD, the European Banking
Federation criticized this inclusion once again (Böszörmenyi & Schweighofer, 2015).
This discussion continued for much of the ’90s and the first decade of the 2000s as can be seen in Table (1),
tax was hardly mentioned in any of the first FATF recommendations. In the first one issued in 1990 tax was
not mentioned and in the two subsequent ones the word tax only appears in connection to tax advisors and
their professional role as gatekeepers of the financial system, however, taxes are not mentioned as a predicate
crime yet. The lack of inclusion of taxation reveals the lack of homogeneity in the global AML regime (Levi
& Reuter, 2006) and the spaces that impede cooperation among jurisdictions. It is necessary to highlight that
the 2003 FATF recommendations do define severe offenses as those that are subject to more than one year or
a minimum of six months imprisonment, however, whether taxes fall into this is dependent on each jurisdiction.
It was not until 2012 that taxes where included as a predicate crime according to the FATF recommendations,
tax crimes were included as part of the predicate offenses list.
Table 1. Evolution of taxes in the FATF Recommendations
FATF Recommendations

Mentions of

Explanation

Tax
1990

0

1996

2

Recommendation 15 only related to tax advisors in their professional role

2003

2

Recommendation 15 is now 13 but stays intact in terms of content

2012

13

Incorporation of tax crimes in the list of predicate crimes
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2.3 The 4th AML Directive
As was the case with the previous editions of the FATF, the principles were incorporated by the EU through a
directive, the 4th AML Directive following the line of the FATF introduces the reference to tax crimes as a
predicate offense for money laundering, this includes both direct and indirect taxation (Art. 3(4)f). According
to Langlois, this definition rather than extending the scope of the directive is more an explicit demonstration
of the increase in political will to fight tax fraud and evasion (2013). The 4th AML Directive was issued in
2015 and member states had until 2017 to transpose it into their legislation. Similar to before the definition
that the 4th AMLD gives to money laundering is rather broad, as is the inclusion of tax crimes, that despite
being explicit fails to give a concrete definition. Thus, leaving each jurisdiction to define or redefine what they
consider a tax crime. Additionally, other relevant measures included in the directive are the reinforcement of
sanctioning powers of relevant authorities and provisions for data protection and privacy (Bergstrom, 2018).
The FATF and the EU are not alone in their efforts to incorporate tax evasion into money laundering regulation
and legislation. The G20 and the OECD have also had their eye on the fight against tax evasion in order to
ensure a fairer tax system. A clear example of this is the inclusion by the OECD of 2017 in their report titled
Fighting Tax Crime: The Ten Global Principles where Principle 1 states explicitly that “Jurisdictions should
have the legal framework in place to ensure that violations of tax law are included as a criminal offense and
that effective sanctions apply in practice” (OECD, 2017)
It has already been pointed out by many authors that different EU member states have a different understanding
of what the purpose of AML law are (Unger et al., 2004). In this sense, it is essential to question whether
adding tax offenses explicitly will help fight tax evasion and fraud, or will these concepts make AML laws
more heterogeneous than previously.
The lack of homogeneity across definitions of ML has also been highlighted in the literature (ECOLEF) and
by the EU itself. In 2012, the Commission published a roadmap to harmonize these definitions based on Article
83(1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union ( TFEU). However, although this proposal had
the support of relevant EU bodies such as EUROPOL it was eventually turned down when member states
refused to endorse the project.

3. Methodology
In order to analyze, the implementation of tax crimes as a predicate crime for money laundering, across the
EU, we aim to take a dual approach that takes into consideration the law in the books and the law in practice.
The question whether the law is different in practice than it is on the books has become increasingly important
since Pound’s 1910 seminal article “Law in Books and Law in Action,” since then the interest in analyses that
incorporate legal realism rather than pure normativism has grown. However, this growth has not necessarily
been reflected in European legal or socio-legal analysis, where the normative school is still preponderant
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(Halperin, 2011). This makes our research interesting and relevant not only in terms of the core topic but also
in the realm methodology.
Regarding our methodology, to analyze the law in the books we build a cross-sectional database of current tax
and money laundering legislation from all twenty-eight European Union countries, In order to see the law in
practice, as a first step, we gather expert knowledge through an online survey by presenting different cases to
legal experts (public prosecutors, investigators, and lawyers) and questions regarding these cases in order to
then contrast their analysis of each case. As a second step, we conduct in-depth interviews with key actors in
the field of taxation and money laundering. Using expert opinions, as part of socio-legal research is not
uncommon; however, this method to the best of our knowledge has not been used before in comparative studies
regarding tax avoidance and evasion. It allows reducing the complexity of the diverse country penal laws to
concrete comparable cases. Furthermore, as pointed out by Maestas (2016) “expert surveys are a valuable tool
of measurement, because experts have specialized knowledge that, when tapped, permits researchers to explore
topics that might otherwise be impossible to study in a systematic fashion" (p.2)
We use a mixed-methods approach; quantitative in that we obtain and analyze quantitative data that can stem
from the law and the surveys such as fines, penalties, rankings, and thresholds. Also, qualitative in that we
identify legal concepts such as narrowness or broadness of legal definitions, as well as find patterns across
qualitative answers in order to identify similarities and differences across practitioners opinions.
The primary research techniques we use are systematic content analysis5 (“SCA”) and thematic analysis.
Systematic content analysis is a method used more frequently by sociologists and communication researchers;
however, its core is aligned with the goals of this research as it systematically. Firstly, because it enables the
analysis of large volumes of data. Secondly, the method focuses on the detection of words and concepts in the
data in order to draw inferences and find patterns, and this fits within our goal of assessing the impact of
making tax crimes a predicate crime for money laundering. We perform SCA through the software NVivo; the
use of software in legal and policy research is also on the rise, as stated in (Schebesta, 2018). It holds immense
potential as it allows for organizing, analyzing, and finding insights in unstructured or qualitative data ranging
from articles, interviews, survey responses, legislation, and case law. We complement this with a less
systematic but more in-depth thematic analysis of the semi-structured interviews and the qualitative answers
in the survey. The following sections outline the specificities of the collection and processing of the data we
used, first for the law in the books and the legal dataset that came from it and second of the law in practice
which entailed the survey and interviews.

5

SCA is a research technique that allows for a systematic and replicable analysis of legal texts producing empirical results (Salehijam,

2018)
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3.1 Law in the Books and Legal Table
3.1.1

Sample Selection and Data Collection

We build a cross-sectional database of current tax6 and money laundering law from all twenty-eight EU
Member States. The comparative tax and money laundering law table were created from an extensive number
of resources7. The base of the information comes from a 2016 European Parliamentary committee (EP) set up
in the wake of the Panama Papers8. As part of this EP investigation, the Chairman of the Committee requested
information about every Member States ability to investigate cases of tax evasion, tax avoidance, tax fraud,
and money laundering. In response to this, and published online, the Minister of Finance of each Member State
submitted their capabilities of fighting tax crimes. However, this information was slightly dated and not
comprehensive enough, so we looked for the relevant laws in the official gazette or legal database of each
country. Additionally, we complemented this search with surveys on tax law available through the Legal
Database of Thomspson Reuters and the IBFD, finally we emailed every countries’ ministry of finance and
asked them to verify the information that we put on our table9. Although we tried to find the official translations
to English for each legal text, this was not necessarily available; hence we recurred to translation tools such as
Google Translate which we complemented with the translator Linguee and the legal translation dictionaries10.
From the sources mentioned above, we obtained variables that are not only useful for our research, but that
could be used in the future to answer other research questions, tables 2 and 3 have a detailed list of the variables
available.
As the law can be very complex and intricate, we complemented the dataset by generating variables that allow
for a more straightforward analysis of the law, this involved extracting the relevant information from the text.
For some, this meant generating binary variables reflecting whether a concept is in the law or not, for others
we extracted precise numbers from the text such as the different penalties, thresholds for criminalization, and

6

The tax law database was also used as part of the master thesis titled “Evading your Origins” by Jason Bachelor for the MSc in

Economic Policy at Utrecht University. The legal table also had significant input from research assistant Francisca Vallejo J.D MSc.
7

The references for the legal tables are available at the end of this paper and the legal database is available upon request to the

corresponding author.
8

The Panama Papers is a leak from 2016 of 11,5 million documents that belonged to the internal administration of the Panamanian law

firm and TCSP, Mossack & Fonseca. The leaked documents showed how this firm together with banks incorporated 214.488 offshore
companies in tax havens to facilitate tax avoidance, tax evasion and money laundering. (see. www.icij.org). Today every student and
interested person can ‘play’ detecting offshore connections and networks by clicking https://offshoreleaks.icij.org. (Unger 2017, p. 6).
9

The information regarding country replications is available as Appendix I. All suggestions and corrections by relevant authorities

regarding form or content have been amended.
10

We complemented this with the help of local lawyers and professionals. Alexandra Nagoyeva, MSc. helped with translations from

Hungarian and Slovak. Catalina Paparti, MSc helped with Romianian translations and Linda Kunertova, MSc with Czech.
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prescription length. We converted all monetary figures to Euros, as of the conversion rate on 07/05/2019, and
then adjusted for purchasing power using the Eurostat Purchasing Power Parity 2017.
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Table 2. Taxation variables in legal dataset
Name

Description

Legal Origins

Identifies the legal origin of the law of the country; Scandinavian, Common, French, and German).

Native Terminology

The variable is what tax crime is called in the native language of each jurisdiction.

Translation

The variable is the Native Terminology translated into English.

Tax Crime

The variable contains the provisions for the tax crime as stated in the law of each country.

Threshold for Criminalisation

The variable contains the provision outlining the thresholds needed to be evaded for it to be
considered a tax crime in law for each country.

Min threshold for criminal

The variable contains the minimum sum of money needed to be evaded for it to be considered a

liability

tax crime in law for each country.

Min threshold to be eligible

The variable contains the minimum sum of money needed to be evaded for it to attract the

for max penalty

maximum penalty for the tax crime in law for each country.

Punishment for Crime

The variable contains the provision outlining the available punishments attached to the tax crime
in law for each country.

Max-max criminal

The variable is the maximum number of years in prison attached to the tax crime in law.

punishment
Prescription Criminal Time

The variable is the prescription time attached to the maximum possible penalty for the Tax Crime.

Legal person liability

The variable equals zero if only the legal person can be criminally liable for the crime, and equals
one if both the legal person and the natural person who committed the offense can be criminally
liable for tax crime. The variable equals 2 if the legal person cannot be criminally liable.
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Table 3. Money Laundering variables in legal dataset
Name

Description

Money Laundering Law

The variable contains the provisions for money laundering, as stated in the law of each country.

Money Laundering

The provision outlining the available punishments attached to the money laundering in law for

Punishment

each country. The references for each country are available in the table reference list.

Fine

Severest possible pecuniary punishment for the offense of money laundering, in Euros.

Threshold for Maximum

The minimum sum of money, in Euros, needed to be laundered in order for the maximum penalty

Penalty

to be attached to the offense.

Maxim Possible Jail Time

The variable has a numerical value that reflects the maximum jail time for money laundering. To
code this, we code a max-punitive approach, meaning we take the maximum prison time.

Prescription Time

The variable contains the provisions established in the law for the prescription of money
laundering as stated in the law of each country.

Minimum Threshold to be

Provisions established in the law for the prescription of money laundering as stated in the law of

Eligible for Maximum Penalty

each country.

Money Laundering

The variable has a numerical value that reflects the prescription time for money laundering This

Prescription Time

might be either general prescription time or a specific one. In cases where prescription time is
dependent on possible jail-time we take into consideration the prescription time that matches the
maximum jail time for tax crimes. E.g. In Belgium, crimes that get above three years of jail time
prescribe in ten years. Hence, we do not consider potential lower prescription times in cases of
lower sentencing.

Natural Person liability for

The variable equals zero if only the legal person can be criminally liable for the crime, and equals

Legal person actions ML

one if both the legal person and the natural person who committed the offense can be criminally
liable for tax crime. The variable equals 2 if the legal person cannot be criminally liable.
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Coding

This database has 1708 cells, which would be small for a quantitative dataset, yet qualitatively one column
alone can contain 25,000 words. In order to avoid the traditional “reading and highlighting” method which
given the extent of this data would not be feasible nor efficient we use the aforementioned SCA methodology.
SCA is in essence the creation of labels or codes that can be applied to data in order to classify the information
into meaningful categories that can later be interpreted and analyzed. In this research, we used emerging
coding, meaning that we drew labels from the text and also a priori coding as some codes were created
beforehand based on available theory11.
In order to reduce bias in the coding we use two coders for most variables and calculate the respective
intercoder reliability12. On average, the intercoder reliability was 0.75. In cases where the coding was different,
we would discuss the differences. The difference in coding was never due to a fundamental disagreement, but
typically due to one of the coders missing or misunderstanding the law.

3.2 Law in Practice
3.2.1

Expert Survey

In order to gather expert opinions (public prosecutors, investigators, and other relevant stakeholders) we
developed a structured survey based on three “model-cases”ii13 built to see how legislation is being applied
across the EU to see differences between the law in the books and law in practice. Additionally, experts were
asked a set of questions that evaluate the implementation of the predicate crime principle as well as their
perception of it. Regarding our sampling process, as we aimed to survey only for experts in the field, we
resorted to a non-probabilistic sampling technique. Purposive expert sampling in that we sent the survey to
those subjects that implement and work directly and indirectly with the 4th AMLD. We originally intended to
have at least one prosecutor and one investigator responding per country, this intention was not met. However,
we obtained fifty-nine answers14 among complete and partially complete ones.
The cases were built, taking both methodological and practical considerations. Firstly, the cases although
inspired by real situations do not divulge any private judicial outcomes. Secondly, the questions have been
tested on two occasions by practitioners with different linguistic, professional and legal (common and civil

11

The full coding book is available as Appendix II.

12

This is the extent to which two or more independent coders agree on the coding of the content of interest with an application of the

same coding scheme. We use Cohens Kappa to determine this.
13

The full survey is available as Appendix III.

14

We obtained official replies from the prosecutors office of Czech Republic and of the principality of Lichtenstein confirming they

would not participate.
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law), their feedback helped improve the questions so they could be understood by an expert. Thirdly, we got
additional input from a legal sociologist15 who suggested the best ways to code and format the questions.
Regarding practical considerations, the survey was hosted through Qualtrics, and the questions have been
coded to minimize respondent fatigue and cognitive overload of participants. We minimize follow up and open
questions to when it is strictly necessary, and a majority of questions are multiple-choice. In order to randomize
the effect of respondent fatigue on our results we randomize the order of the survey cases,
The expert criteria means that this individual must know tax law in their respective jurisdiction because of this,
we sent the survey to prosecutorial offices, financial police units, and ministries of economics16. As a doublecheck, our survey also included filter questions for legal tax experience. The survey was open between
November 2018 and June 2019. In order to process and analyze the surveys, we relied on the matrix output
from Qualtrics.

3.2.2

In-depth Interviews

We conducted in-depth interviews in order to gain deeper knowledge on the opinions and experiences of the
practitioners in relation to the implementation of tax crimes as a predicate crime for money laundering in the
4th AML. These interviews17 took place between March and July 2019 and they help us provide a context for
the surveys by giving us detailed insights into their practice. Furthermore, given that the implementation of
any type of law or policy, is in principle a sensitive subject for practitioners, interviews provide a “safer and
anonymous space” to communicate with the researchers.
Regarding participant selection we interviewed eight practitioners (Table XX), all of whom do work directly
related to our research interest and have experience with the topic. We do not use random sampling as we had
the clear objective of interviewing experts in the field of taxes and money laundering. We either approached
our interviewees thanks to contacts from the Horizon2020 project COFFERS, contacts from our researcher dr.
Jan van Koningsveld who approached Europol in order to conduct interviews to willing employees or experts
that completed the survey and approached us to give us more information.

15

We would like to thank Maria Goenaga from the Universidad Complutense

16

The survey and its processing has passed a through all the necessary ethical clearances by the ethics committee of Utrecht University’s

Faculty of Law, Economics and Governance. The list of respondents is strictly confidential, Appendix 4 has the number of respondents
per country.
17

The interview guides and consent form are attached as Appendix 5. The main researchers of this paper conducted all of these

interviews, occasionally assisted by a previously trained research assistant to take notes. Given the position of our interviewees we do
not disclose their names. And refer to their position and country only with their consent. The anonymized transcripts can be sent upon
request.
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Table 4. In-depth interview participants
Country

Institution

Month
March 2019

United Kingdom (Scotland)

Scottish Police

May 2019

Latvia

Europol Investigator

June 2019July 2019

United Kingdom

Europol Investigator

July 2019

Bulgaria

Europol Investigator

July 2019

3.3 Methodological Considerations
Before proceeding to the results and the discussion section of this paper it is necessary to bear in mind that our
methodology may give rise to particular considerations when interpreting and extrapolating the results of this
research.
1. Regarding the legal dataset: because of linguistic and terminological problems, in our case there are
24 languages in the sample, and only seven countries have official translations. The rest were translated
using other translation sources. There are many things that can be lost in translation. We minimize this
effect by consulting with native speakers and by forwarding the table to all countries involved and
incorporating the suggestions and corrections of those who replied.
2. The cultural differences between legal systems, and the fact that none of our researchers are experts
in European law, on the one hand gives us a unique perspective, but it also impedes us from
understanding the cultural and historic legal background of each country. Additionally, we omit
extralegal rules or case law that can be relevant in practice.
3. Tax law is inherently specific and dynamic, given that we collect cross-sectional data the validity of
our analysis can be reduced if there are any significant changes in the law. It is necessary be aware of
the fact that the legal table was made between April 2018 and January 2019, any changes in law after
this are not in the dataset.
4. Regarding the survey, we have a limited and unbalanced sample. Country results should be read and
interpreted bearing in mind that we do not survey ALL investigators and prosecutors in a country. This
is important because practitioners do not always interpret and use the law homogeneously. This effect
can be more noticeable in federal countries such as Germany or devolved states such as Spain, where
local rules and practices we are not aware off could also come into play.
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Internal and External Validity

The central discussion involving validity in research is related to the accuracy to which results can be
interpreted. We tackle the issue of internal validity by being thorough, precise and meticulous when it comes
to the collection, sampling and coding of our data. For example, the threat of fatigue to internal validity in the
survey is tackled by minimizing the amount of questions, especially those that are open ended. The selection
issues mentioned in section 3.2 are another threat to the internal validity of our study, however we make the
selection process transparent and standardized both the survey and interview procedures in order to minimize
this effect.
Regarding external validity and the extent to which our results can be generalizable, we incorporated the
highest possible number of local participants and experts in each step of our research. The survey was initially
tested by thirteen people from different countries and professional backgrounds, afterwards the survey was
sent to as many contacts as possible per country. Furthermore, our study compares and contrasts three distinct
sources of information, this triangulation process increases our external validity by helping us confirm the
different findings.

4. Results
4.1 Results from Law in Practice
4.1.1

Quantitative Results and Qualitative Statements from the Survey

As mentioned in the introduction and methodology sections of this article, we conducted a survey across the
European Union. The survey consisted of over sixty questions, most of them were nested hence the amount of
questions a respondent got depended on their own answers. This section will report the main results from the
survey. In order to understand its structure Table 5 summarizes in brief the opinion questions and the cases
that were presented to each respondent and the follow up questions that pertained to each case. We report only
those results that contribute to answering our main research questions and hence omit questions that were
consistently omitted or that do not provide relevant information. Furthermore, in terms of the visualization of
the results we make use of maps and tables.
Table 5. Selected section of the survey

1.

Section of the Survey

Main Questions

Information on the 4th AML in each jurisdiction
Evaluation of the inclusion of tax crimes as a predicate
crime for money laundering in the 4th AML Directive in
relation tot heir practice

-We ask multiple likert-scale type of questions on weather this
has fascilitated the prosecution of tax evasion or not.
-We also ask participants if tax crimes were predicate crimes for
ML prior tot he 4th AML
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2.

Case I. Football player
It has been proved that a football player, who is a taxpayer
in YOUR country, did not declare 10,000,000€ (ten
million euros or equivalent in your currency) of his/her
personal income to tax authorities over the period of 20102015. This money is placed in a Swiss bank account in the
name of a company. It has been proved that this was done
with the explicit intent to pay less tax. Please apply current
regulation in order to answer.

-Would this case be handled as an administrative offence or a
criminal one?
-Is the case prosecutable as a tax offense, money laundering or
both?
-Would the individuals get imprisonment time for what they are
prosecuted? And would they have to serve it

3.

Case II. Company
A pizza company, that has its own legal personality and is
a taxpayer in YOUR country, has evaded 10,000,000 €
(ten million euros or equivalent in your currency) of taxes
on profits by generating false invoices to reduce its profits
by increasing its deductibles over the period of 2010-2015.
Mr. X is the sole owner/director of this company. Please
apply current regulation in order to answer.

-Would this case be handled as an administrative offence or a
criminal one?
-Is the case prosecutable as a tax offense, money laundering or
both?
-Would the individuals get imprisonment time for what they are
prosecuted? And would they have to serve it
-Who can get prosecuted: the natural person or the company?
-What is the liability of natural persons and companies?

4.

Case III. Cross-border scenario (two parts)
-Situation (a)
Company X (a company with its own legal personality)
has evaded 280,000 € in taxes in YOUR country. Over the
last year, this company has spent this money investing in
real estate in another jurisdiction within Europe.
-Situation (b)
Company X (a company with its own legal personality)
has evaded 280,000 € in taxes in another jurisdiction
within Europe. Over the last year, this company has spent
this money investing in real estate in YOUR country.

-Would this case be handled as an administrative offence or a
criminal one?
-Is the case prosecutable as a tax offense, money laundering or
both?
-How would you proceed to get this money back?
-Are there differences between legal and practical thresholds?

The main findings regarding section one are illustrated in Table 6 and Figure 1, the both represent a
stark contrast. On one hand all but one country (Cyprus) that answered this part of the survey
answered that predicate crimes were a crime in their country before the 4th AML, however when
asked to reflect on whether the inclusion of this article in the 4th AML was necessary 61% either
strongly agrees or agrees with this statement.
Table 6. Were tax crimes a predicate crime for money laundering in your country before the 4th AML?
Yes

No

Austria

Finland

Lithuania

Slovakia

Belgium

France

Luxembourg

Slovenia

Bulgaria

Germany

Netherlands

Spain

Czech Republic

Greece

Poland

Sweden

Denmark

Hungary

Portugal

Switzerland

Cyprus
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Latvia

Romania

United Kingdom

Figure 1. Perception of the inclusion of tax crimes in the 4th AML

Section 2. presented respondents with the case of a tax evading football player and asked questions such as if
this would be processed as a administrative offense or a criminal one. With the exception of Greece all
countries answered that it would be processed as a criminal offense or as both administrative and criminal. The
respondent from Austria detailed the procedure from the perspective of this country as follows: “Tax evasion
is principally a responsibility of the tax department, so the case will start as an administrative procedure. The
tax department can report the case of tax fraud to the public prosecutor. The public prosecutor has certain
means of investigation at is disposal that the tax administration doesn’t but it has limited capacity in terms of
work volume and expertise in tax matters”. This answer opens the question if what might matter is not only
whether a case is prosseced as an administrative or criminal offense, but in which order does this happen and
which authorities are involved.This question was followed by one on if this case would be prosecutable as a
tax offense, as money laundering or as both. None of the respondents, as can be seen in Figure 2 replied that
this case would be prosecutable as a money laundering offence only, all respondents either chose only the tax
offense prosecution or chose both. The Dutch respondent interestingly answerd “We can prosecute for both,
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but normally we would choose one. it does not matter for the penalty. Since in fact the crime is committed
under same time and circumstances”. It is interesting as it emphasized on two other determinants of
prosecution: time and circumstances. Other respondents did not add qualitative remarks to this question.
Figure 2. Type of prosecution for Case I.

After this we asked the respondents if this prosecution is not only legally possible but if it would also happen
in practice. Hence if this case would be taken by the public prosecutor if it were real, the answer was surprising
for no country replied that prosecution would not occur in their jurisdiction. The following question was
regarding jail time, we were particularly interested on whether jail time for tax evasion would not only occur
in the form of sentencing but if those sentenced would also have to serve that sentence18. France, Belgium,
Lithuania, Latvia, Slovenia and Bulgaria answered that in their countries jail time would be given but not
served in practice. The most surprising answer is from Spain, given that previous cases of tax evasion by
football players had no practical jail time served. However, this answer could be explained by a recent change
in their laws.
Figure 3. Possible jail time outcomes for a tax offense in Case I

18

This was particularly common for the famous cases of football players in Spain.
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When respondents were asked the same question but regarding jail time for money laundering (Figure 4) the
pattern of the answers repeated itself. This raises the question if these answers are not only reflecting the way
jail-times and sentencing works for tax and money laundering but if this is a pattern that could repeat itself
across other crimes. This question was accompanied by a qualitative question that asked the reasoning behind
the answer. Since respondents were allowed to complement their answers its interesting to point out that a
Slovenian respondent answered that bargaining is possible in money laundering prosecution which in practice
affects prosecution and indictment.
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Figure 4. Possible jail time outcomes for money laundering in Case I

Finally respondents were asked if they considered that money laundering prosecution made money retrieval
easier in practice. Although this question was only answered by respondents from ten countries as can be seen
in Table 7, the qualitative remarks that accompanies this question were insightful, the Czech respondent said
that money laundering allows for FIUs to cooperate internationally and that this cooperation is aimed at
revealing the proceeds of crimes and the seizure of these proceeds. The Dutch respondent mentioned a usual
suspect in the tax world Switzerland, when asked why prosecution makes money retrieval easier he said “the
fact that the money is in Switzerland. They do not cooperate for tax crimes” .
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Table 7. Does prosecution for money laundering make money retrieval easier?
Yes

No

Estonia

Belgium

Czech Republic

Bulgaria

Lithuania

France

Netherlands

Portugal

Slovenia

Romania

Section 3. asked respondents to analyze a case based on a tax offense committed by a corporation, a fictitious
pizza company has evaded ten million euros, this company has one owner and director. With this case we
wanted to find out what is the status regarding the prosecution of natural persons in each country and if there
are differences on how tax offences and money laundering are treated compared to case I where the fraudster
is a natural person. For the first question the majority of countries responded that this case is prosecutable both
as a tax offense and as money laundering (Figure 5). Portugal, Spain, Germany and Austria are among the
countries that would only prosecute this as a tax offense and Slovakia was the only country that answered that
this case would only be prosecutable for money laundering.
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Figure 5. Type of prosecution for Case II

As a follow up question and to understand more about the dynamics behind a corporate case we asked if the
natural person, the company or both could be prosecuted this can be seen in Table . Finland, Latvia, Germany,
France, Greece, Romania and Bulgaria are those who answered that only natural persons would be prosecuted
for this case. The rest of the respondents answered that both could be prosecuted the mapping of this can be
seen in the next figure.
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Figure 6. Natural person or company prosecution

Unfortunately, case II is the case with the least amount of qualitative and follow up descriptive answers by
participants.
Section 4. is the final section and it gave respondents the task to put themselves in a cross border situation,
Case A as can be seen in Table 5 asked the respondents to first consider a company that has evaded 280000€
in their country and invested it in another jurisdiction. Case B on the other hand presented the inverse situation
where the “evading company” invests that money in their jurisdiction. Figure 7 shows the differences in
answers for both scenarios. Where in Case A most countries would prosecute this as both a tax offense and a
money laundering crime. In Case B the UK, France, Belgium, Austria, Finland, Estonia, Czech Republic and
Greece switch to exclusive money laundering prosecution. Portugal, Slovenia, Slovakia and Lithuania are the
only ones that keep prosecution as a tax offense exclusively.

Figure 7. Contrasting cross-border scenarios Case III
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For Case A we only asked an open-ended qualitative question for which we got one relevant response from
the respondent from the Netherlands “One of the problems that is mentioned is that countries have a
conviction-based asset recovery”. For Case B we proceeded to ask a follow up questions based on the answers
described in Figure 7. There were three more questions, two of which are summarized in Figure 8, the first
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question was if this could be legally prosecuted in their country and the second if this would be done in practice.
Two countries answered that this would not happen in practice Estonia and Austria. The third question was if
they would prosecute this case if the sum were increased to one-million euros both Estonia and Latvia answered
yes.

Figure 8. Legal and practical prosecution in Case III B

Regarding qualitative answers that complement the previous analysis the respondent from Bulgaria
emphasized the importance of providing relevant information across jurisdictions. “An investigation in country
B only started when the prosecutor office is officially informed by there counterparts about the tax fraud in
another country. Without providing relevant information for the predicate criminal offence it cannot be started
a money laundering investigation”. Similarly the respondent from Estonia “‘Usually we have no information
about how the foreign company/person has earned money in another country’; in such cases the investigation
started in a country where crime (tax evasion) take place” highlighted how information is a key factor in cross
border prosecution.
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In-depth interviews

In order to present the in-depth interview results we have elaborated a table of the key statements divided by
country. This table will be analyzed in the discussion section of this paper. We do not report the official title
of those interviewed as this information can break the anonymity and confidentiality.

Table 8. Highlights of in-depth interviews
Bulgaria

In our country you need to prove the attitude of the criminals to fit the money laundering offence. So that makes
it harder to prosecute tax crime as money laundering.
The problem is in the wording of the law, in their language proceeds is something that you generate (so you
effectively generate proceeds, that is in the money laundering offense) while in tax crime, when you actually
balance the VAT accounts it’s not considered by their prosecution as a proceed.
The problem is not that tax crimes are a predicate crime for money laundering, but the problem is the
enforcement of these rules in the national rules and regulations of the member states.
There are no figures of the numbers of prosecutions and convictions of tax crimes and/or money laundering
Criminal liability is only personal, which is a huge problem for the investigation.

United
Kingdom

In the UK tax crimes were already a predicate for money laundering. The 4th AML has not changed the system.
It is not so much about the law in the books but how it works in practice. Thus, it is relevant to have a good
special unit to investigate tax crimes.
There are some practical problems. For example, FIUS are not harmonized, some FIUs are part of the
administration, some part of the police and some are hybrid, and when they are not organized in the same way
it is difficult to share information.
The problem of information exchange being slow is evident in VAT. Since in VAT you need to get information
fast, almost in real time.
Taxpayer secrecy is also present in some countries, and this is also a problem to get information and exchange
of intelligence between law enforcement
The European Commission will either support or propose legislation, but then is the decision of the member
states to enact it and how to do so.
Countries that have a special tax unit are more effective because they have better knowledge and hence work
faster.
Member states should learn from best practices from other members.

Latvia

In 99% of all cases we combine tax crimes and money laundering.
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Processing for money laundering can assist the investigation when there is a tax crime but the money cannot be
found. It also gives you more possibilities to exchange information and gives you more chances to recover the
assets
What can be improved is that in some countries tax administration is only administration (hence it does not have
law enforcement powers) and it is separate from the national police. It would be important to make national
inter-agencies cooperation. There is not effective national inter-agency cooperation.
One other problem is lack of expertise: Agency sends the request to the prosecution, the prosecution in country
X sees the request and sends it to a police unit, but in the police unit they do not understand the request. If you
don’t have a partner agency in another country this will go to an agency that might not have the knowledge to
execute the request and will lower the effectiveness of the investigation.
United

The money laundering law is very broad, in the sense there does not need to be a predicate crime in order to

Kingdom

prosecute money laundering. The legislation refers to criminal property, so there does not need to be a proven

(Scotland)

crime. Circumstances in which the money is handled can give and irascible inference that the money must be

Police Scotland

criminal, and therefore prosecutable for money laundering.
I think that is one thing which has really radically changed in my time in law enforcement. When I first came
in, there was a real issue with getting information from Inland Revenue, as it was then. But now there is a lot
more cooperation and back and forth with them.
When we look organized crime groups, or operations where we are looking at it from a strategic point view, we
are looking at what all the options are. And one of the options is always the tax option, and so if there are obvious
issues in terms of tax avoidance, whether people are not declaring things, or there is a some form malfeasance
in terms of how they account for VAT, if it’s obvious then that will become a primary option

Belgium

It’s not about the law in paper, Belgium has had tax crimes as a predicate crime for money laundering for over
ten years, the main problem is that there are not enough people working on the area.
There is a finite number of prosecutors and investigators and the amount of cases keeps piling up.

4.2 Results from the Legal Dataset
The other part of this research is what is called the law in the books. This is the dataset of the relevant tax
crime and money laundering law for each EU Member State. The law gathered is varied and is largely captured
by the variable list in Table 2 and 3.
Although the core tenants of the law are similar between the Member States, there were large discrepancies as
how they treat both money laundering and tax crimes. Every country has the tax crime as a predicate crime for
money laundering, with almost all using the all crimes approach. The only countries in our dataset that use the
list approach are Greece, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg and Malta.
When looking at the law in the books, the differences in how member states treat/regard tax crimes and money
laundering become apparent. One way to visualize this difference to look at the difference maximum penalties
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available for the tax. This can indicate how serious it is treated. Some it is as low as 4 or 5 years, whereas in
the UK it is technically possible to get a life sentence (under common law). We have divided the full dataset
into quartiles, the upper quartile is classified as high, the two middle ones as medium and the lowest as low
(Figure 9) Spain, Germany, Belgium, Sweden, Finland and Lithuania fall into the category of the countries
with the lowest maximum penalties for money laundering.
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Figure 9.Maximum possible penalties for money laundering

When this is done for tax offenses the scenario changes as Sweden, Spain and Germany leave the low penalty
category and move to the one with the highest or medium penalties (Figure 10). It is interesting to note that
Ireland has a high maximum penalty for money laundering yet a low one for tax offenses. Finland and
Lithuania remain on the low side of the spectrum.
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Figure 10. Maximum possible penalty for tax offenses

Another relevant variable when it comes to the application of the law. Prescription times reflect how long can
the crime be prosecuted after it has been committed. Figure 11 and 12 paint the picture of how these work
across the EU. It is important to note that some countries have general prescription times that apply to many
crimes and some have specific ones for certain crimes. Countries where there is a difference in this for money
laundering and tax offenses are for example where prescription for a tax offense is low and for a money
laundering crime it is high. Similarly, in Italy, Lithuania and in Austria prescription times for tax offenses are
lower than for money laundering. Interestingly in Germany the prescription period for money laundering is
lower than for a tax offense. Other countries (those in blue in both figures) such as Sweden and Finland have
consistently medium prescription periods
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Figure 11. Prescription times for money laundering

Figure 12. Prescription periods for tax offenses
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Legal person liability, and natural person liability for legal person actions, is not an area that is only relevant
to tax law or money laundering. It is usually something deeply engrained in the countries criminal and company
law. We gathered data on whether executives could be held liable for tax offenses. In Italy, Lithuania, Czech
Republic, Belgium, Portugal and the Netherlands executives cannot be liable. Although France, Estonia,
Denmark and Sweden are categorized into yes it is necessary to highlight that in France it is only for tax fraud
and in Sweden only in the case of failure to remit social security contributions, failure to pay tax owed and
failure to keep documentation.
Figure 13. Executive liability for tax offenses
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5. Discussion of Results
In order to discuss the results of this research more efficiently we divide the discussion into crucial points that
seem relevant based on the analysis of the literature, the surveys, the legal dataset and the interviews.

5.1 Tax crimes were already a predicate crime
In all EU countries in our survey except for Cyprus, tax crimes were already a predicate crime for money
laundering before the implementation of the 4th AMLD. Yet, when asked to reflect on the inclusion of this
article in the 4th AML and if it was necessary 61% either strongly agrees or agrees with the statement that this
inclusion is positive. What does this result mean? Firstly, it means that almost all EU countries have already
the legal possibility that they can use the principle in practice. It would be interesting to know what the
experience in these countries has been so far. Is money laundering more useful to prosecute tax criminals? In
which specific situations is this tool useful? What can we learn from this?
Furthermore, based on the answers of the survey we can see that prosecutors and investigators often choose
for tax prosecution, this could be a reflection that “old habits die hard” and that practitioners although up to
date with the law do not necessarily implement this in practice.

5.2 Criminalizing legal persons for tax crimes is crucial
If a country does not have this principle in his local law, it means that a legal person cannot be prosecuted for
tax crime or money laundering. The practical problem is that in some big companies, it is challenging to find
a natural person who is criminally responsible for an action. Although it is not possible to impose a prison
sentence on legal persons, sanctions are possible. For example, a foreign legal person can be dissolved and
removed from trading. Also, the missing of the principle makes it even more difficult to confiscate the assets
of e legal person. Finally, it is important to prosecute legal persons because this provides more insight into the
abused types of foreign (offshore) companies, the countries of residence, the countries where the bank accounts
are held, the actors involved, the modus operandi, etc. Failure to prosecute from offshore companies will lead
to a 'knowledge gap', with all the associated problems for the law enforcement A problem with this principle
is how to make a legal person criminally liable for a crime. A legal person is unable to perform (active) acts
such as having criminal money or drawing up false tax return due to the lack of a body and mind. Because
legal persons themselves do not have a state of mind, it is practically difficult to attribute subjective elements,
such as debt and intent, to a legal person. If a country can't hold legal persons liable for tax crimes and money
laundering it can make that country more attractive for fraudsters. (Koningsveld, 2015).
In our survey in case II we asked respondents if a company could be held liable for a tax case , Germany,
France, Finland, Romania and Greece all answered that it couldn’t, this is a clear gap in law.
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5.3 Tax specific investigators are important in practice
A practical point that is mentioned in the interviews as well as in the survey is the lack of special tax
investigation teams that can do the criminal investigations for the tax authorities.
Our study does not give us an answer in which EU countries there is a specific tax investigation team, but it
does find that practitioners find its existence important for the proper execution of their work.
Our survey and interviews show that there is the common believe that in countries that have a special tax
investigation team are more effective to fight tax evasion because of better knowledge and experience and it
works faster. This area definitely calls for further research.

5.4 Prescription times
As mentioned before prescription periods can be of crucial importance for investigators. In order to illustrate
the importance, let’s take the example of the Netherlands. For a tax levy, in principle a term for subsequent
levy of 5 years applies, which can be extended in specific situations, to 12 years. However, the start of the term
for prosecution starts only on the day the criminal fact has been committed. However, money laundering is
punishable as long as the forbidden situation continues to occur, there is an instance of a continuous crime.
The term for expiry only then starts to run when the criminal act has “come to an end”. Hence using money
laundering prosecution allows authorities to pursuit, chase and prosecute crimes for a longer time.
In our legal dataset we found that in Italy, Lithuania and in Austria prescription times for tax offenses are lower
than for money laundering. Hence money laundering prosecution can be useful for these countries.

5.5 Burden of proof
Fiscal crimes you don't always see and can't always be proven easily; it must be earned with taxable income,
to be allocated to the tax subject in a period that has not yet passed the statute of limitations, and to be able to
prove that as well. (The rules of evidence can differ. In the Netherlands, in article 338 of the Penal Code, two
elements apply: sufficient lawful evidence and the convictions of the court, or the court cannot render a
conviction.
In general, the rules of evidence for money laundering crimes are much easier than for tax fraud; which also
relates to development, knowledge and experience and developments in jurisprudence (no need to prove the
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underlying crime, where and when it takes place and mixing of illegal with legal capital). Money laundering
is a second chance for detection, if the underlying crime can't be proven at first time. In money laundering
cases you often do not see the predicate crime, but later you see the capital/assets in a later phase (element of
time) e.g the investment of money from tax crimes that are invested in real estate in another country. This
finding is both found in the law and also in practice through the interviews.
In general, it is easier to start an investigation concerning money laundering than concerning tax fraud. In case
of tax fraud, one should have a view on the origin of the money, the taxable income and to which fiscal year
it relates. In case of money laundering it only requires the indication that it does not originate from a legal
source.

5.6 Money laundering prosecution gives practitioners more tools
In the case of prosecutions of tax crimes as money laundering, there are more and broader opportunities to
seize the assets during an investigation. In case of tax fraud, only for a certain tax return. In case of money
laundering it is much easier to acquire information/STR from the FIU. (see also the report OECD, 2017 point
7). Another important point is the international exchange of information. In case of money laundering it is also
easier to get international information. This was mentioned by the respondents of the survey, that with money
laundering they could ask for information from neighboring countries easily. Not all the countries exchange
information if the underlying crime is tax, this based on the old principle that countries should not impose the
fiscal laws of other countries. On the other hand, tax authorities exchange information that only can be
exchanged and used if it is for tax purposes and not for other crimes like money laundering. For example: The
Tax Information and Exchange Agreements (TIEA) on request and the automatic Common Reporting Systems
(CRS) of the OECD.Based on our research we identify that prosecution of money laundering can help fight
tax evasion through the following channels.
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Figure 14. How money laundering prosecution helps fight tax evasion
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The implementation of a special tax investigation unit. According to some interviews countries that have a
special tax unit are more effective because they have more specific knowledge about taxes, and it works faster
in practice. If there is no special tax unit a tax case goes to a police unit that not always have the knowledge
and experience to handle the case.
All of the above suggest that there are a lot of practical issues must be solved before this rule will be effective
is practice. The practical issues are a lot more difficult to rectify, and the issues are significantly more nuanced.

6. Conclusions
The purpose of the current study was to determine if the implementation of tax crimes as a predicate crime for
money laundering in the 4th AMLD is a useful tool for the fight against tax evasion. The most obvious finding
to emerge from this study is that the implementation of the rule that tax crimes are a predicate crime for money
laundering is an important first step in the fight against tax evasion. However, the research makes it also clear
that this step alone is not enough. When taking into consideration the interviews, the surveys and the qualitative
comments on them, we can draw that there are more factors that intervene in the correct implementation and
application of this principle. The additional factors that intervene can be dived in those related to national
implementation and those that have a cross-national element. Regarding the national scenario it has been
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pointed out that having a specialized unit that does financial research and having the human capital necessary
to execute this research is crucial. This human capital both in terms of amount of personnel as well as the
knowledge this personnel has. Furthermore, the budget and time, personnel have to analyze a case is also an
important variable to factor in. Additionally, it is important to make clear which authority is in charge of what,
for example what is the link between Financial Intelligence Units, Tax Authorities and Police and how does
their communication with prosecutor’s work. Our research found that the links between these agents can
represent bottlenecks for the smooth processing of cases. Our findings also provide some support for the
premise that a special tax prosecutor who has the specific knowledge to bring tax cases to court can be relevant.
However further research is needed in order to confirm this.
Regarding the cross-national factors that affect the correct implementation of tax crimes as a predicate crime
for money laundering, it is crucial to fulfil the above in order to have a more efficient exchange of information.
Yet this must be complemented by taking a look at the legal dataset, we can still observe large heterogeneity
in terms of prescription times, jail times and what is a crime and what is not. Legal differences across countries
can also be a loophole or an escape for crime, that ends up with neither people nor crime paying the bill.
Reforms like holding companies liable for crimes and holding executives liable for decisions have been pointed
out by the OECD and our research can reaffirm these suggestions.
The findings in this research are subject to at least two limitations the timeframe and the extent of our sample.
The timeframe affects the results from the legal dataset as it contains the law at a specific point in time and
hence cannot account for any changes that happened either before or after the collection period. This means
our data does not allow for a traditional law and economics perspective that analyzes changes in law over time.
Furthermore, we only gather specific part of tax law and money laundering law and hence do not possess the
information necessary to evaluate the entire legal tax system of any country. We do not have enough responses
per country to be able to contrast potential differences in answers, so our survey has to be generalized with
caution.
A big challenge for our research was finding information about cases, number of prosecutions, number of
investigators, etc. per country. For further work on this area it is crucial to increase transparency and
availability of information across the European Union.
This research has thrown up many questions in need of further investigation. What would be now needed is a
cross-national study analyzing the effectiveness of tax and money laundering investigations.
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9. Appendix
9.1 Appendix I. List of country replications19

9.2 Appendix II. Codebook used in NVivo
Codebook. Legal Dataset
Name

19

Description

We expect to have more responses during the months of September and October 2019.
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Legal Person Prosecution
Legal person prosecution TC
Max Possible ML
High

12 and above

Low

Below 8 years

Medium

8 - 12 years

Max-max

criminal What is the maximum available penalty for the tax crime?

punishment
High

Highest quartile

Low

Lower Quartile

Medium

Middle two quartiles

Min threshold for criminal
liability
Min threshold to be eligible
for Max penalty
ML crime or list
All crimes

Countries that use the all crimes approach. =0

List approach

Countries that have a list approach =1

ML Prescription (numerical)
High

20 and above

Low

Under 10 years
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Medium
MTCL

Between 10 and 20 years
Adjusted

for Minimum Tax Crime Threshold adjusted for Purchasing Power in EUROS

Purchasing Power in EUROS
High

Above 5000 Euro

Low

No Threshold

Medium

Below 5000 Euro

Natural Person liability for How does the country treat legal person liability
Legal person actions
Legal Person only

Only the legal person can be criminally liable for tax crimes

Natural and Legal Personal The natural and the legal person can be criminally liable for tax crimes
Liability
No Legal Person Liability

The legal person cannot be criminally liable for tax crimes

Official English gazette

Is there an official English version of the law

Prescription number (TC)

For how long after the tax crime has been committed, can the individual be
prosecuted?

High

Above 10 years

Low

Less than 10 years

Medium

10-year prescription

Tax Crime
Aggravating Factors

Does the tax crime include aggravating factors?

No

Aggravating factors are not mentioned in the tax crime
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Yes

Aggravating factors are mentioned in the tax crime

Aid

Is there mention to those who help another individual to evade taxes

Definition of tax crime

Whether they define it as general or specific

Intent

Is intent relevant for the tax crime

Mention of the EU

Is there an explicit mention of the EU in the law

Mention of the EU (LE

Is there an explicit mention of the EU in the law

High

Top 10

Low

Bottom 10

Medium

Middle 10

TC

Threshold

for

Criminalization
A Minimum Threshold

A minimum threshold for criminal liability

Multiple Thresholds

there are multiple thresholds in the law

No Threshold

There is no minimum threshold

Translation

Translation of the tax crime into English

Evasion

Countries that use the word evasion

Fraud

Countries that use the word Fraud

Transposition 4th AMLD date The date the 4th AMLD was transposed into domestic law

9.3 Appendix III. Survey
This document contains the variable names, questions corresponding to them, answers option and the display format for the Survey
made for the COFFERS project.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Variable Name

Country

INST

FUNC

EXP_CP

EXP_TAX

Question
Please state the country where you
work/practice law
Please state the institution you work
for
What

is

your

current

position/function?
How many years have you been in
your current position function
How many years of experience do
you have with taxation?

GENDER

What is your gender?

AGE

What is your age

Answer Options

Display Function

full country list

Display for all

Open

Display for all

Open

Display for all

Open

Display for all

Open

Display for all

1.Male

Display for all

2.Female
6 categories + non-disclosure

Display for all

CASE I
It has been proven that a football player, who is a taxpayer in YOUR country, did not declare 10,000,000€ (ten million) (or equivalent
in your currency) of his/her personal income to tax authorities over the period of 2010-2015. This money is placed in a Swiss bank
account through a company. It has been proven that this was done with the explicit intent to pay less tax. Please apply current regulation
in order to answer.

Variable Name

Question

Answer Options

Display Function

1.This case would be
handled
ADMN_vs_CRIME_1

as

an

What would be the most likely

administrative offence

scenario:

2.This case would be

Display for all

prosecuted as a criminal
offence
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Why wouldn't this case be
WHY_ADMN1

considered a criminal offence
according to your regulation or

Display
Open Answer

only

ADMIN_vs_CRIME_1

if
is

option 1.

practice?
1.Tax

offence

(please

give the name of the
PROSEC_1

According to your national law,

offence in your local

Display

all

is this case prosecutable for

language and in English)

ADMIN_VS_CRIME_1 is 1.

if

2.Money Laundering
3.Other
Could you detail why? If you
know
EXP_PROSEC1

the

corresponding

legislation (articles,

court

Open Answer

Display if PROSEC_1 = 1 or 2

cases, etc.) please mention
them.
1.The individual can be
both
What would be the most likely
PRO_TO_1

scenario

regarding

the

prosecution as a tax offence in
your country?

legally

and

practically be prosecuted
for a tax offence;
2.The individual can be

Display if PROSEC_1 is =1

legally prosecuted for a
tax offence, but would not
be in practice;
3.Other

Could you detail why? If you
know
EXP_PROTO_1

the

corresponding

legislation (articles,

court

Open Answer

cases, etc.) please mention

Display if EXP_PROTO_1 is
displayed

them.
1.This individual could
What would be the most likely
scenario
JAIL_TO_1

regarding

imprisonment ((jail time)) for
the

tax offence in

country?

your

get (jail time) and would
have to serve it;
2.This individual could
get

imprisonment ((jail

Display if PROSEC_1 is =1

time)), BUT would not
have to serve it.
3.Other
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Could you detail why? If you
know
EXP_JAILTO1

the

corresponding

legislation (articles,

court

Open Answers

Display if JAIL_TO_1

cases, etc.) please mention
them.
1.The individual can be
both

legally

and

practically be prosecuted
What would be the most likely
PRO_ML_1

scenario

regarding

money

laundering prosecution?

for money laundering;
2.The individual can be
legally prosecuted for a

Display if PROTO_1 = 2

money laundering, but
would not be in practice;
3.Other.

Could you detail why? If you
know
EXP_PROML1

the

corresponding

legislation (articles,

court

Display

Open Answer

if

PRO_ML1

is displayed

cases, etc.) please mention
them.
1.This individual could
get imprisonment (jail

JAIL_ML_1

What would be the most likely

time) and would have to

scenario

serve it;

regarding

imprisonment (jail time) for the

2.This individual could

money

get

laundering in

your

country?

(jail

time),

Display if PROTO_1 = 2

BUT

would not have to serve it.
3.Other

Could you detail why? If you
know
EXP_JAILML1

the

corresponding

legislation (articles,

court

cases, etc.) please mention

Open Answers

Display

if

JAIL_ML_1

is

displayed

them.
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Is it easier to retrieve money
RET_MON1

when the prosecution is for
money laundering?

1.Yes

Display if PROTO_1 = 2

2.No

How would you proceed to get
RET_PRO_1

this money back?

Open Answer

Display if PROTO_1 = 2

CASE II
A pizza company, that has its own legal personality and is a taxpayer in YOUR country, has evaded 10,000,000 € (or equivalent in
your currency) of taxes on profits by generating false invoices to reduce its profits by increasing its deductibles over the period of 20102015. Please apply current regulation in order to answer.
Variable Name

Question

Answer Options

Display Function

1.This case would be
handled
ADMIN_vs_CRIME_2

as

an

What would be the most likely

administrative offence

scenario:

2.This case would be

Display for all

prosecuted as a criminal
offence
Why wouldn't this case be
WHY_ADMN2

considered a criminal offence
according to your regulation or

Display
Open Answer

only

if

ADMIN_vs_CRIME_2

is

option 1.

practice?
1.Tax

offence

(please

give the name of the
PROSEC_2

According to your national law,

offence in your local

Display

all

if

is this case prosecutable for

language and in English)

ADMIN_VS_CRIME_2 is 2.

2.Money Laundering
3.Other

PROSEC_WHO2

Who can be prosecuted in this

1.Natural Person

Display

case

2.Company

ADMIN_VS_CRIME_2 is 2.

In your country can a company
COMP_LIATO2

be criminally liable for a
tax offence?

FOLLOW_CLTO_YES

Please

explain

company can be

why

a

criminally

1.Yes
2.No

Open Answer

Only

all

if

display

PROSEC_WHO=

if
2

and

PROSEC_2 = 1 and 2

Only if COMP_LIATO2 =1
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liable for tax offences. If
appropriate please mention the
articles that regulate this issue.

Please

explain

company can't be
FOLLOW_CLTO_NO

liable

for

why

a

criminally

tax offences.

If

appropriate please mention the

Open Answer

Only if COMP_LIATO2 = 2

articles that regulate this issue.

1.The company can be
both

legally

and

practically be prosecuted

PRO_TOCOM_2

For this company what would

for a tax offence;

be the most likely scenario

2.The company can be

Display only if PROSEC_2 =1

regarding the prosecution as a

legally prosecuted for a

and PROSEC_WHO2 = 2

tax offence in your country?

tax offence, but would not
be in practice;
3.Other.

Could you detail why? If you
know
EXP_PROTOCOM2

the

corresponding

legislation (articles,

court

Open Answer

cases, etc.) please mention

Display if PRO_TOCOM_2 is
displayed

them.
In your country can a company
COMP_LIAML2

be criminally liable for money
laundering?
Please

explain

company can be
FOLLOW_CLML_YES

why

1.Yes
2.No

Only

display

PROSEC_WHO=

if
2

and

PROSEC_2 = 1 and 2

a

criminally

liable for money laundering. If

Open Answer

Only if COMP_LIAML2 =1

Open Answer

Only if COMP_LIAML2 =2

appropriate please mention the
articles that regulate this issue.
Please
FOLLOW_CLML_NO

explain

company can't be

why

a

criminally

liable for money laundering. If
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appropriate please mention the
articles that regulate this issue.
1.The company can be
both

legally

and

practically prosecuted for

PRO_MLCOM_2

For a company what would be

money laundering;

the

2.The company can be

most

likely

scenario

regarding money laundering

legally

prosecuted

for

prosecution?

money laundering, but

Only display if

would not be in practice;
3.Other.

Could you detail why? If you
know
EXP_PROMLCOM2

the

corresponding

legislation (articles,

court

Display only if PROSEC_2 =2

Open Answer

and PROSEC_WHO2 = 2

cases, etc.) please mention
them.
1.The natural person can
be
For a natural person what
would be the most likely
PRO_TONP_2

scenario

regarding

the

prosecution as a tax offence in
your country?

both

legally

and

practically be prosecuted
for a tax offence;
2.The natural person can

Display only if PROSEC_2 =1

be legally prosecuted for

and PROSEC_WHO2 =1

a tax offence, but would
not be in practice;
3.Other.

1.This

natural

person

could get imprisoned (jail
What would be the most likely
scenario
JAIL_TO2

regarding

imprisonment (jail time) time
for the tax offence in your
country?

time) and would have to
serve it;
2. This natural person

Display only if PROSEC_2=1

could get imprisoned (jail

and PROSEC_WHO2=1

time), BUT would not
have to serve it.
3.Other
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1.The natural person can
be

both

legally

and

practically prosecuted for

PRO_MLNP_2

For a natural person what

money laundering;

would be the most likely

2.The natural can be

Display only if PROSEC_2 =2

scenario

legally

and PROSEC_WHO2 = 1

regarding

money

laundering prosecution?

prosecuted

for

money laundering, but
would not be in practice;
3.Other.

Could you detail why? If you
EXP_PROMLNP2

know

the

corresponding

legislation (articles,

court

Display only if PRO_MLNP_2

Open Answer

is displayed

cases, etc.) please mention
them.
1.This

natural

person

could get imprisoned (jail
What would be the most likely
scenario
JAIL_ML_2

regarding

imprisonment (jail time) time
for money laundering in your
country?

time) and would have to
serve it;
2.This

natural

person

could get imprisoned (jail

Display only if PROSEC_2 = 2
and PROSEC_WHO2=1

time), BUT would not
have to serve it.
3.Other

Could you detail why? If you
EXP_JAILML2

know

the

corresponding

legislation (articles,

court

Open Answer

cases, etc.) and years of the

Display only if JAIL_ML_2 is
displayed

sentence, please mention them.
Is it easier to retrieve money
RET_MON2

when the prosecution is for
money laundering?
How

RET_PRO_2

would

you

1.Yes
2.No

Display only if PROSEC_2=2

legally

proceed to get this money back

Open Answer

Display only if RET_MON2 is
displayed
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CASE III
For this case respondents get the case twice. The first for coding is referred to as A and second time as B, this is not visible for
respondents
A.

Company X ( a company with its own legal personality) has evaded 300,000 € in taxes in its YOUR country. Over the last
year, this individual has spent this money investing in real estate in another jurisdiction within Europe

B.

Company X ( a company with its own legal personality) has evaded 300,000 € in taxes in another jurisdiction within Europe.
Over the last year, this individual has spent this money investing in real estate in YOUR country

Variable Name

Question

Answer Options

Display Function

1.Tax offence (please give
the name of the offence in
PROSEC_A3

According to your national law, is

your local language and in

this case prosecutable for

English)

Display all

2.Money Laundering
3.Other
Could you detail why? If you know
EXP_PROSEC_A3

the

corresponding

legislation (articles, court cases,

Open Answer

Display all

etc.) please mention them.

LEGPROS_B3

PRACPROS_B3

Could you legally prosecute this?

1.Yes
2.No

Would you in practice prosecute

1.Yes

this?

2.No

Display all

Display all

1.Tax offence (please give
the name of the offence in
PROSEC_B2

According to your national law, is

your local language and in

this case prosecutable for

English)

Display all

2.Money Laundering
3.Other
Could you detail why? If you know
EXPPROSEC_B3

the

corresponding

legislation (articles, court cases,

Open Answer

Display all

Open Answer

Display all

etc.) please mention them.

HOW_PROSEC_B3

How would you proceed to get this
money back?
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Would you prosecute this if the
HIGH_PRO3

money spent where 1.000000 (one
million euros)?

THRES_3

1.Yes

Display all

2.No

What is the threshold?

Perception of tax evasion
We would like to ask you some questions regarding tax evasion as a predicate crime for money laundering as a legal construct. For
each answer please guide us through the legal reasoning you use and detail the laws and articles that are pertinent to each case in the
explain section.
Variable Name

Question

Answer Options

Display Function

Were tax crimes considered
predicate crimes for money
TAXCRIME_IMP

laundering in YOUR country

1.Yes

before the implementation of

2.No

the

4th

Anti

Display all

Money

Laundering Directive?

HOW_TCIMP

1.Incorporation in legislation

Did this happen through?

What

YEAR_TCIMP

year

2.Court Decision

Display all

did

HOW_TCIMP?

Instruction Coding
Part of Survey

Variable Name

Instruction

Display Function

The EU Horizon 2020 project COFFERS is
committed

to

Combating

Fiscal

Fraud

and

Empowering Regulators. One way to do this is to
gather information from different actors regarding
tax regulation and practice.
This survey consists of three parts and it will take
Introduction

Intro

you approximately X minutes, your responses are

Display all

strictly confidential. In exchange for your time, we
will send the outcome report to all participants. This
report will include the results and analysis from the
survey.
Please remember, there are NO right or wrong
answers. It is your honest feedback we are seeking.
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Should you have any concerns or questions about
this survey, please feel free to contact Lucia Rossel
()
We would like to ask some questions about you. The
information

you

provide

will

be

kept

entirely confidential and will never be traced back
Demographics

EXPL

to you as an individual. The information you
provide will be used for statistical and research

Display all

purposes only and will be stored securely. If there
are any questions you do not wish to answer, move
on to the next question.
We would like to ask you to analyze the following
case. Please base your answers on regulation
Case
(SAME)

1,2,3

currently in force in YOUR country. For each
EXPL_CASES

answer please be kind enough to guide us through
the legal reasoning you use and detail the laws and
articles that are pertinent to each case in the explain
section.

Case 1

ENDCASE1

Case 2

INST2.1

Case 2

INST2.2

Case 2

ENDCASE2

Please proceed to the next case
First we would like you to answer some questions
regarding the prosecution of companies
Now we would like you to answer some questions
regarding the prosecution of natural persons
Please proceed to the next case
We would like to ask you some questions regarding
tax evasion as a predicate crime for money

Perceptions

INST4

laundering as a legal construct. For each answer
please guide us through the legal reasoning you use
and detail the laws and articles that are pertinent to
each case in the explain section.
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9.4 Appendix V. Informed Consent
Version I

COFFERS SURVEY
The EU Horizon 2020 project COFFERS is committed to Combating Fiscal Fraud and Empowering
Regulators. One way to do this is to gather information from different actors regarding tax regulation and
practice.
This survey consists of three parts and it will take you approximately 30 minutes, your responses are strictly
confidential. In exchange for your time, we will send the outcome report to all participants. This report will
include the results and analysis from the survey.
Please remember, there are NO right or wrong answers. It is your honest feedback we are seeking.
If you have any concerns or questions about this survey, please feel free to contact Lucia Rossel
(l.e.rosselflores@uu.nl)
Version II

Consent for Participation in Interview Research
I volunteer to participate in a research project conducted by prof. dr Brigitte Unger from Utrecht University. I
understand that the project is designed to gather information about tax offences in practice.
1. My participation in this project is voluntary. I may withdraw and discontinue participation at any time
without penalty.
2. I understand that I have the right to decline to answer any question or to end the interview.
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3. Participation involves being interviewed by researchers from Utrecht University. Notes will be written
during the interview. And if agreed an audiotape of the interview will be made.
4. I understand that the researcher will not identify me by name in any reports using information obtained from
this interview, and that my confidentiality as a participant in this study will remain secure. Subsequent uses of
records and data will be subject to standard data use policies that protect the anonymity of individuals and
institutions.
5. For research problems or questions regarding subjects you may contact Jason Batchelor (j.batchelor@uu.nl).
7. I have read and understand the explanation provided to me. I have had all my questions answered to my
satisfaction, and I voluntarily agree to participate in this research.
8. I have been given a copy of this consent form.

____________________________ ________________________
Signature

Date

____________________________ ________________________
Signature of the Interviewer

Date

i
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